Abstract. The maximal length of longest common subsequence (LCS) for a couple of random finite sequences over an alphabet of 4 characters was considered as a random function of the sequences lengths and . Exact probability distributions tables are presented for all couples of length in a range 2 < + < 19.
The need for a theoretical estimation of occasional wrong match probability in fussy search with longest common subsequence (LCS) related algorithm raises the difficult problem of estimation the LCS length of two random symbol strings.
For practically important for applications in bioinfiormatics case of alphabet Σ 4 = , , , [1] it was found in [2] that natural DNAsequences from a database and true random sequences show the same statistical behavior in terms of similarity scores. The aim of this paper is to get a brief overall picture of functional dependency from both length of strings instead in spite of know for binary alphabet results [3] .
Let's random variable , notes the length of the longest common subsequence of random strings over the alphabet Σ with lengths and . The behaviour of its expected value ( , ) and variance ( , ) as a function of and remains dark and unclear for many decades. After [4] investigations for this alphabet are mostly concerned on bounding of Chvátal-Sankoff constant 4 = lim →∞ ( , ) and detection of convergence rate for the limit value [5] .
Exact probability mass function
We start from calculation of the exact probability mass function , ( ) = ( , = ), where is probability for random variable , to get a value = 0, 1, . . . , min( , ). Theorem 1. Let < are natural numbers. In the following simple cases the probability mass function , ( ) can be calculated by formulae:
The proof can be obtained in a standard way by the law of total probability application to following conditions
• shorter string consists of identical symbols, • shorter string contains exactly two different symbols, • shorter string contains three different symbols and counting all the cases with the use of geometric series formula. Unfortunately for larger values calculations became too complicated and huge to get through.
The Monte Carlo simulation never gives exact information. Nevertheless, if lengths are small then computer can just find LCS for each couple of strings with given lengths and exactly calculate the probabilities by the formula , ( ) = , ( ) 4 + where , ( ) is the total number of string couples with lengths and and LCS length . Any modern PC allows to calculate probability mass function for any length with + < 16 in a time less then one hour. But the performance time grows very fast, always more then 4 times with each added to total length symbol. Even if the Moore's Law continue its action, we shall never get a computational resource enough to proceed with + = 100. So as the table will not grow much we publish it except lines of the values that 5  5  1833  28890  118404  98340  14421  256  5  6  3759  67587  372240  478146  121980  4864  5  7  8097  161496  1118523  2048547  803625  54016  5  8  18231  395277  3276435  8083134  4546155  457984  5  9  42873  992934  9470214  30124806  23194581  3283456  5 10  105279  2562903  27226098  107738208  109830936  20972032  5 11  269457  6797844  78276255  373719987  491599113 123079168  5 12  715911 18504897  225874791 1266831732 2105965533 677074432 consists of calculated by the theorem values. Table 1 and Table 2 contains the numbers
to avoid rounding errors completely. 
Design and interpretation of expected value and variance graphs
We believe that the function ( , ) of two string length is concave and grows nearly linear with lengths grows. This is a reason to use projective geometry to draw graphs in linear perspective and see the limit values in infinity as the horizon.
The calculated exact values does not represent behaviour on large lengths. So numeric simulation was used to get a full picture. It used fixed total length + and a fixed step on with fixed stepwise execution time. Table 3 
